
WHY NET2PHONE CANADA?
Customers choose net2phone 
Canada because of our demonstrated 
track record, industry recognition, 
unprecedented support and reliability. 

With a 55% year over year growth, 
businesses know they can count on 
net2phone Canada to be the backbone 
of communications for their business for 
years to come.

net2hone Canada is a subsidiary of 
net2phone, a global provider of unified 
communications services.

Who is net2phone Canada?
net2phone Canada is a cloud-based business phone service provider, helping 
Canadian organizations drive business performance through powerful telephony 
tools. Through every feature we develop, business we serve, and employee we 
hire, we work towards our vision of being recognized as the top business phone 
solution provider in Canada by providing a uniquely reliable technology and 
service experience. Founded as Versature in 2003 as a provider of customer-
centric IT support, net2phone Canada has evolved to offering the highest quality 
cloud-based business communication solutions with a rapidly growing subscriber 
base across the country and strong partner network from coast to coast.

What does net2phone Canada do?
We are exclusively focused on cloud-based business communication solutions. 
Everything we do is built around ensuring exceptional quality and the most 
reliable experience for our clients, while always pushing the boundaries of what 
our platform can do. Our technology is accessible and flexible, constantly evolving 
to serve our clients’ needs.Our objective is to always deliver unprecedented levels 
of support and service from the minute anyone first interacts with us. We focus 
on being accountable, transparent and consistent in our approach. We strive to 
deliver service that we would be ecstatic with.

IT JUST WORKS
Doing business with net2phone Canada is easy–our customers can count on 
getting the highest level of support from ordering, onboarding, and technical 
support with all of these teams only a single call (and only three digits) away.

INDUSTRY RECOGNIZED & RESPECTED
net2phone Canada is recognized for business excellence and as an employer  
of choice in the Canadian Telecommunications industry against the major  
telecom giants.

COMMITMENT TO CUSTOMER SUCCESS
net2phone Canada has made a conscious investment in the quality of customer 
care so our customers receive the guidance and assistance they need to be 
successful. Customers appreciate our customer-centric nature that we exhibit  
right from the start.

THE TRUST FACTOR
The net2phone Canada TRUST initiative provides on-demand real-time public 
insight into current and historical system status at trust.net2phone.ca and 
strengthens our customer relationships by being open and transparent about 
uptime, downtime, and any issues affecting our user base.
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